PAXERARIS
Radiology Information System

A workflow like airflow
Introducing the all-new web-based PaxeraRIS - an intuitive workflow management platform that
enables complete control of all radiology data and simplifies the workflow across the entire
radiology department. Built from the ground up using cutting edge technology, the solution
boasts a new standard for radiology healthcare informatics with its powerful workflow
management engine and extensive set of business intelligence tools. PaxeraRIS is web-based,
cross-platform and cross-browser compatible and can be configured into a local or cloud solution.

Benefits:
- Fully automated workflow with minimized paper work
Improves your productivity and business performance
360° degree management of all radiology data
Use it anywhere on cloud service
Multilingual interface
Opens from any browser or platform
Real-time monitoring dashboard and advanced data analytics
Predefined reports or flexibly design your monitoring dashboard reports
Complete patient tracking throughout the whole imaging process
Monitor and control report turnaround time
Seamlessly integrates with any EMR platform
integrates with PaxeraUltima PACS solution
Advanced RIS administrative tools
Scalable to fit your business needs
Enhanced security of patient data using SSL encryption
Advanced insurance workflow management
User friendly GUI that does not need any specialized trainings

PAXERARIS
Ra d io lo g y I nf or m at i on Sy s t em

SCHEDULING & REGISTRATION

PaxeraRIS promotes easy administration and planning of all types of appointments and
procedures. One click to create a new job order, the system is so smart it will auto-fill in
information as you type, reducing typing errors and improving consistency to patient data.

COMPREHENSIVE WORKLIST

The fast and flexible worklist search
engine has been designed to provide an
all-inclusive view of exactly with you
need to see. Whether it’s the daily
worklist schedule or the comprehensive
file of a patient across multiple locations.

BILLING MANAGEMENT

- Create invoices with a click of a button and issue them digitally – eliminating the paperwork.
- Utilize multiple payment method from cash, insurance and insurance cash.
- Generate accounting reports effortlessly using our built-in report templates.
- Create customized reports using our advanced report designer.
- Successfully review and manage all system accounting from one page.

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE DASHBOARD

PaxeraRIS dashboard is a business intelligence solution that will revolutionize the way you
view the information you need. Simple, interactive & customizable to empower you with a
real-time monitoring of workflow and business performance, it improves decision making
process and assists with planning forward.
The dashboard collects and analyzes data in real time, transforming raw data into
customizable metrics and KPI from the whole organization, the reports and dashboard views
are easily customizable to monitor critical metrics and ensure steady progress towards success.

